Firearms / Tactical Rifle

Course Summary:
This course is designed to provide an introduction to personnel on skills and knowledge training so they may safely and lawfully carry patrol or shoulder fired carbines. Course topics include safety considerations, mission and deployment issues, weapons operations, malfunction and cleaning protocols, optics marksmanship fundamentals, and practical range exercises.

Performance Objectives
a) Demonstrate all of the four basic safety rules for handling firearms. b) Demonstrate ability to field strip weapon and to properly clean and maintain it. c) Be provided with and demonstrate an understanding of the agency policy regarding the use of firearms. d) Demonstrate the ability to properly load, unload and fire the weapon and to clear malfunctions that might occur with the weapon. e) Demonstrate the ability to apply the fundamentals for rifle marksmanship to fire accurately from the prone, kneeling, sitting and standing positions. f) Demonstrate proficiency with the weapon and obtain agency qualification.